In this paper, a fast and complete method to enumerate fullerene structures is given. It is based on a top-down approach, and it is fast enough to generate, for example, all 1812 isomers of C 60 in less than 20 seconds on an SGI-workstation. The method described can easily be generalised for 3-regular spherical maps with no face having more than 6 edges in its boundary. 
Introduction
A fullerene is a spherically shaped molecule built from carbon atoms so that every carbon ring is either a pentagon or a hexagon, and every atom has bonds with exactly 3 other atoms.
Consequently, a combinatorial fullerene is a 3-regular spherical map having pentagonal and hexagonal faces, only. For such structures, the Euler formula implies that there are always 12 pentagons and h = n=2 ? 10 hexagons (with n the number of vertices).
Ever since the rst fullerene { the famous C 60 or \buckyball" { was discovered in 1985 (c.f. 7]), many attempts have been made to generate large lists of combinatorial fullerenes (see e.g.
9], 11], or 8])
. Nevertheless, the proposed methods either were not complete (they could not guarantee that every possible structure is generated), or were not e cient enough to be able to generate lists of interesting size, { or both.
Already existing mathematical approaches towards enumerating three-regular spherical maps (see 1] or 12]) could not be used to obtain fast algorithms for this restricted class of structures.
In this paper, a new approach will be discussed in enough detail so that { in principle { every reader could implement it as a computer program. A rst rough sketch of the new method, omitting isomorphism testing, coding and other important details that make the implementation e cient, has been given in 3].
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic de nitions and notations in Graph Theory.
Part 1: The Algorithm
The algorithm will be described in a top down manner. That is: We start with the coarsest step and proceed to the ner ones, ending up with the details that make its implementation as a computer program e cient.
Breaking a Fullerene into Parts
If we walk along an edge in a planar embedding of a 3-regular graph and approach a vertex v, then it is well de ned which of the the two edges adjacent to v (di erent from the one we are walking along) is on the right and which one is on the left. Starting at an arbitrary vertex and walking along one of the three edges adjacent to it, we can choose an alternating path by taking the right and the left direction alternatively whenever we approach a new vertex. Such a path is called a Petrie path (c.f. 5]).
Suppose the edges we are walking along are the edges e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :. Since our graph is nite, there is some smallest n > 0, so that (independent of direction) e n+1 = e n 0 for some index n 0 with 1 n 0 < n. If e n+1 = e 1 and e n+2 = e 2 , we have a closed Petrie path (a Jordan curve path) cutting the spherical graph into two hemispheres, both of which have a zig-zag boundary with precisely n edges. This is illustrated in Figure 1 .
If this is not the case, we can reverse our direction: We start at e 2 , turn left or right to walk along e 1 when we approach the common vertex of e 1 and e 2 and after that again turn right and left alternatively walking along the edges e 0 ; e ?1 ; : : : until again we have some e ?(m+1) with e ?(m+1) = e m 0 with ?m < m 0 n. In this case, the union fe ?m ; e ?m+1 ; : : : ; e n g of the edges of the Petrie path starting at e ?m and ending with e n together with their adjacent vertices form a graph with exactly two vertices of valence 3 (the points where we had to stop) and all the remaining vertices of valence 2.
Classifying these paths by their homeomorphism classes { corresponding to the two isomorphism classes of graphs consisting of three edges and two vertices of degree 3 { we get two types of paths (cf. Figure 2 If, for instance, we rotate one of the patches in Figure 1 by two edges and x the other, we get a non-isomorphic fullerene. To deal with this fact, we consider marked patches, that is we consider patches together with a mark on one of their boundary vertices. Two marked patches are isomorphic if and only if there is an isomorphism from one onto the other that also maps the marks onto each other.
Assuming that we have lists of all possible marked patches that can occur, we can proceed as follows:
First, we enumerate all non-isomorphic Petrie paths that could occur, given the size of a fullerene graph. To obtain an upper bound for the length of a Petrie path we do some simple analysis of the patches we construct (see Part 2) . A Jordan curve path is completely described by its number of edges. For the other two types, we must also enumerate all { non-isomorphic { possibilities to distribute the edges onto the 3 segments of the path. This way, the path and also the shapes of the boundaries of the regions separated by the path are completely determined. Now, we can x an arbitrary vertex in the boundary of each region to carry the mark for this region.
For each of these possibilities, we enumerate all combinations of how the (given) number of hexagons can be partitioned into a sum of (two or three) non-negative integers and assign these numbers to the (two or three) regions in every possible way. Now, we look into our list to nd out whether, for each of the (two or three) regions, we can nd marked patches with the given shape of the boundary and the given number of hexagons.
If yes, they are glued into the path along their boundaries (gluing the marks onto each other) to obtain every possible combination which gives rise to a fullerene.
If our list of marked patches was complete, then we will get a complete list of fullerenes (which { so far { are of course not necessarily pairwise non-isomorphic).
Part 2: Generating the List of Patches
From the viewpoint of patches, an alternating path along the boundary is an alternating sequence of vertices of valence 2 (called 2-vertices) and vertices of valence 3 (3-vertices).
Looking at the structure of the boundary of patches that are cut out by Petrie paths, we observe that the boundary consists of segments of alternating paths, possibly separated by at most four localities where we have edges adjacent to two 2-vertices. In the generation procedure, we will need patches with up to 6 such localities. Patches where never two 3-vertices follow each other are called pseudo-convex patches. As will be seen later on, in a pseudo-convex patch the number of pentagons and the number of edges both of whose vertices are 2-vertices always add up to 6.
Observation 1
Petrie paths divide fullerenes into pseudo-convex patches.
The boundary structure of pseudo-convex patches can easily be encoded: Suppose that for 0 k 6 we have a patch with exactly k edges in the boundary for which both endpoints are 2-vertices, called break-edges. If we have a Jordan curve path (k = 0), we simply take the number of 3-vertices (or, equivalently, of 2-vertices) to encode its structure. If k > 0, we encode the boundary by a sequence of k numbers a 1 ; : : : ; a k denoting the number of 3-vertices in between two break-edges in a cyclic (clockwise) order, so that the sequence is lexicographically maximal { look at Figure 3 for some examples.
Euler's formula implies easily that the number of Pentagons in such a patch must be equal to 6?k. The task is now to construct, for a given number S of hexagons, a complete list of marked pseudo-convex patches with up to S hexagons. In 3], this task was dubbed a convex PentHex Puzzle.
Since we can put the marks on any vertex occuring in our Petrie path, we can always choose a vertex that corresponds to a 2-vertex incident with a break-edge of the given patch (except in the Jordan curve case). Furthermore, among all such vertices, we can choose one lying in clockwise direction of the break-edge, so that evaluating the encoding of the boundary starting at this vertex gives an encoding that is lexicographically maximal among all possible ones. Patches with such a mark are called canonically marked. We can restrict the generation procedure to generate canonically marked patches, only. For canonically marked, pseudo-convex patches, we do not allow re ections as isomorphisms, since gluing into the emerging fullerene structure the mirror image of a patch will in general lead to a di erent fullerene.
Theorem 2
The class P of all non-isomorphic, canonically marked, pseudo-convex patches can be recursively enumerated without isomorphism tests.
Proof:
Starting with a hexagon or pentagon, the patches are constructed by enlarging the initial patch step by step in a canonical way. The method is understood most easily, if we describe it the other way round: We describe how a given patch in P is uniquely reduced to a smaller patch from P. The reverse of the described operations can then be used to construct the required set. Every marked patch has a unique (smaller) ancestor, but in general every marked patch can be enlarged in more than one way to obtain larger marked patches of which it is the ancestor, that is, it can have more than one o spring patch.
So, suppose we are given a canonically marked patch P. We have to describe how a unique ancestor in P can be obtained:
First look at Figure 4 where a patch without any break-edges is given (k = 0). The set of faces sharing an edge with the boundary form a layer { i.e. every face in this set has a connected intersection with the boundary (in this case two adjacent edges) and the subgraph induced by these faces in the inner dual of our patch is a simple cycle. An easy way to prove this fact is to observe that in case one face in this set has a disconnected intersection with the boundary or two faces are adjacent in the inner dual and their union has a disconnected intersection with the boundary (in which case the subgraph of the inner dual induced by the faces in the layer would not be a simple cycle), removing these faces would disconnect the boundary of the patch as well as the patch itself (by the Jordan Curve theorem). Trying to choose these faces in a way that one of the parts has minimum size and using the fact that we only have pentagons and hexagons immediately will lead to a contradiction (see Figure 5 ).
So we can just remove this layer. The new mark is put on that canonical new 2-vertex that is closest to the old mark in counterclockwise direction. The new patch contains fewer faces (a 0 faces are removed) and can easily be shown to have no two adjacent 3-vertices in its boundary.
If only hexagons were removed, the boundary encoding stays the same { otherwise we obtain an encoding of type k > 0, with k the number of pentagons removed. In any case, we obtain a smaller patch that is also in P.
As an example, it is shown in Figure 6 how a patch with k > 0 is reduced, step by step, to a hexagon: We rst remove the face that contains the marked vertex. Then we proceed to remove boundary faces in clockwise direction until we obtain a (smaller) pseudo-convex patch. This will always be the case after a nite number of steps, namely when { for the rst time { we remove a pentagon or another face containing a break-edge, or when we have removed a complete layer (in case k = 1). Again, it needs some proof { yet, it is easy to see { that the resulting patch must be connected, as we again suppose the patch to contain hexagons and pentagons, only (in fact, the proof can follow the lines sketched above). The new mark is again put on that canonical new 2-vertex that is closest to the old mark in counterclockwise direction.
Consequently, for constructing the set P, we start (a) with a hexagon and (b) with a pentagon and, in every step, we apply all operations that are inverse to the described reduction steps, until the number of hexagons in the patches exceeds S.
Part 3: Storing the Patches
In order to speed up the resulting algorithm, it is essential to determine in a very e cient way whether, for a given boundary encoding and a given number of hexagons, we can nd patches which we can glue into our Petrie path. In case there are such patches, they must be easily accessible. The way the patches are encoded and stored is a detail of the implementation. Yet, as this detail is essential for the e ciency of the algorithm and, in addition, shows us an even more e cient way to generate the patches with 6 pentagons, we will describe it shortly.
First it can be seen easily that not all pseudo-convex patches can occur as patches of Fullerenes:
indeed it follows immediately from our Petrie-path construction that no patches with k > 4 or with more than two non-zero entries in the boundary encoding can occur. So such patches do not have to be stored once all their o spring patches have been generated.
The remaining patches are stored in a tree like data structure. The branching at the root is done according to the number of hexagons in the patch. After that, the branching at level i is done according to the i-th entry of the boundary sequence. At every node of the tree, we have a (possibly empty) linear list of patches with the number of hexagons and the boundary sequence given by the (unique) way from the root to the node. So, if we are looking for a patch with 20 hexagons and with boundary encoding 6; 2; 4, we take the 20-th branch at the root, the 6-th branch at level one, the 2-nd branch at level two, and the 4-th branch at level three. Then, we check whether a nonempty list of patches is stored at this node. This way, we can determine very e ciently, whether or not a region in a pregiven path can be lled with a certain number of hexagons.
For enumerating all fullerenes with 170 vertices, we generated 11 342 885 marked patches { 9 968 867 of them with 6 pentagons (needed only for the Jordan curve case). In order to access such a large list very fast we have to keep it in the main memory of the machine. Hence, the precise structure of the patches themselves has to be encoded in a very e cient manner, too.
Theorem 3
Pseudo-convex patches consisting of (altogether n) pentagons and hexagons, can be stored in an array (of integers none exceeding n) of constant size.
Proof:
We use a spiral code for the encoding: The same argument that shows that the reduction method used in Part 2 works, can be used to show that pseudo-convex patches with at least one break-edge (k > 0) can be unwound in a spiral from the outside starting at the mark, that is: we rst remove the face with the mark and then proceed to remove faces in clockwise direction along the boundary (note the di erence to the spiral ring algorithm described e.g. in 9]). This way, all the faces will be removed, one by one. We obtain an e cient code, if we just store the places where pentagons occur (there are at most p = 5 pentagons, so we need at most 5 entries per patch). Given the shape of the boundary (encoded in the boundary sequence that needs at most 6 ? p entries), the patch can obviously be reconstructed easily. Look at Figure 7 for an example.
In the case of 6 pentagons (k = 0) we have a completely symmetric boundary. For every unmarked patch, the number N of marked patches is the length of the boundary divided by the order of its (orientation preserving) automorphism group. All N non-isomorphic marked patches can be found by putting a mark on every of N subsequent 2-vertices. Furthermore, any patch without pentagons in its boundary can be obtained from one with pentagons in its boundary (called its kernel) by adding layers of hexagons. It has the same automorphism group as its kernel. So we just have to store the (arbitrarily marked) kernel, the order of its automorphism group, and the number of hexagon layers.
Starting at a boundary pentagon, kernels can also be unwound in a spiral fashion from the outside, so they can also be stored using an inverse spiral code. This means that in addition to the boundary encoding, the number of layers and the order of the automorphism group (3 entries), we need another 5 entries for the position of the pentagons (the rst pentagon is always on position 1).
In our implementation, we put the mark on a boundary pentagon in the kernel in such a way that the spiral development starting at that mark is lexicographically minimal. This minimal spiral development of the kernel is called its canonical form and all the kernels are stored in their canonical form. This will be needed for the isomorphism test of fullerenes. While calculating the canonical form, we also obtain the order of the automorphism group.
These observations enable us to construct patches of type k = 0 in an even more e cient way than the one described in Section 2:
First, it is easily seen that every patch of type k = 0 with at least one pentagon in its boundary { that is, every kernel { can be obtained from a patch of type k = 2 by adding one row of hexagons with 2 pentagons at its ends or from a patch ot type k = 1 by adding a layer containing exactly 1 pentagon. The patches of type k = 0 without pentagons in the boundary can then simply be obtained by adding an entry for the number of layers of hexagons to the code and leaving the coding of the kernel and the size of the automorphism group unchanged.
Part 4: Testing for isomorphisms
For the list of all non-isomorphic fullerenes on 170 vertices, from the 11 342 885 patches mentioned above, our algorithm produced altogether 1 802 856 946 fullerenes, 46 088 148 of which were non-isomorphic. Because of the large number of non-isomorphic graphs, it is impossible to store them { and even if one could store them, it would take an enormous amount of time to search the (growing) list for isomorphic copies each time a new structure is generated. So, we have to be able to decide for each structure we generate at once { without comparing it to already generated ones { whether we need it in our list or not. To this end, we de ne a canonicity criterion. It has the property that for each isomorphism class of structures, exactly one canonical representative is generated.
The large number of generated structures and the fact that we deal with (compared to most other generation problems, cf. 4], 6], 10]) very large structures { more than 210 vertices for the largest ones {, make it essential that the canonicity test is very e cient. Using the test described in the sequel, on a HP 9000/735 about 7000 graphs on 170 vertices can be tested per second.
Theorem 4
There is a canonicity check for the fullerenes generated by the algorithm with time consumption (per structure) linear in the number of vertices.
Proof: First, observe that every fullerene has a Petrie path with the rst two edges e 1 and e 2 being boundary edges of a pentagon. Whenever a new fullerene is generated, we rst check whether the path it is constructed from is one that can be generated starting from such edges e 1 and e 2 . If not, the structure is rejected. This can obviously be done in time linear in the length of the path.
Otherwise, we associate a code to the fullerene that describes the generation history (compare 2]) of the fullerene. The rst entry of the code is the number of edges contained in the Petrie path. The second number describes the kind of path: 1 for a Jordan curve path, 2 for a dumbbell path, and 3 for a sandwich type path. The rest of the code is de ned depending on the type of path. The code will only be described for the dumb-bell path, but is very similar for the other two cases:
The dumb-bell path has three parts, as shown in Figure 8 . The path is constructed as a directed path with a well de ned beginning and end. We assume that Part 1 is at least as large as Part 3 and that the turn from the rst edge to the second edge is a left turn (note that we do not want to distinguish between mirror images of Fullerenes). The number of edges in Part 1 and the number of edges in Part 3 are the next entries for our code. Finally, the spiral codes of the marked patches are appended to the code of the fullerenes { rst the code of the patch surrounded by Part 1 of the path, then that surrounded by Part 3, and nally that patch that is adjacent to all 3 parts.
Having determined the code of the fullerene, we try to construct all paths that can be obtained with e 1 and e 2 being adjacent edges of a pentagon and try to reconstruct the fullerene from each of these paths. There are at most 120 of them { although in almost all cases there are much less, since, in general, di erent edge pairs will lead to the same path. Each reconstruction corresponds to a new code. We accept the fullerene if the original code is the lexicographically smallest one among all reconstructed codes, and we discard it otherwise. Due to our assumption that we rst turn left, we have to calculate the code in the mirror image of the fullerene if in the constructed path the rst turn is right.
Since there are at most 120 paths to be constructed and since the associated code can be derived in linear time, the time consumption of the canonicity test is linear in the number of vertices.
Nevertheless, for the actual performance of the program, even more important than the worst case analysis is the fact that a fullerene can be rejected already, whenever a shorter path is found. If no shorter path and no path of the same length with a smaller type index is found, the full code has to be reconstructed only for those paths with the same length and the same type as the original one.
Part 5: Results Table 1 gives the numbers of all fullerenes generated so far. IPR-fullerenes are fullerenes where no two pentagons share an edge (Isolated Pentagon Rule). They are supposed to be more stable chemically and, therefore, to occur more likely in nature. Among other questions resulting from this list, the signi cant similarity between the number of fullerenes with n vertices and that of IPR-fullerenes with n + 48 vertices will be a subject of further research. Start End Figure 8 
